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Abstract— Software vendors offer various software products
to large numbers of enterprises to support their organization, in
particular Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software. Each
of these enterprises use the same product for similar goals, albeit
with different processes and configurations. Therefore, software
vendors want to obtain insights into how the enterprises use
the software product, what the differences are in usage between
enterprises, and the reasons behind these differences. Cross-
organizational process mining is a possible solution to address
these needs, as it aims at comparing enterprises based on their
usage.
In this paper, we present a novel Cross-Organizational Process
Mining Framework which takes as input, besides event log,
semantics (meaning of terms in an enterprise) and organiza-
tional context (characteristics of an enterprise). The framework
provides reasoning capabilities to determine what to compare
and how. Besides, the framework enables one to create a catalog
of metrics by deducing diagnostics from the usage. By using
this catalog, the framework can monitor the (positive) effects of
changes on processes. An enterprise operating in a similar context
might also benefit from the same changes. To accommodate these
improvement suggestions, the framework creates an improvement
catalog of observed changes. Later, we provide a set of challenges
which have to be met in order to obtain the inputs from current
products to show the feasibility of the framework. Next to this,
we provide preliminary results showing they can be met and
illustrate an example application of the framework in cooperation
with an ERP software vendor.
Index Terms—Cross-Organizational Process Mining, Frame-
work, ERP
I. INTRODUCTION
Software vendors offer various enterprise software prod-
ucts (hereinafter product) to large numbers of enterprises
(hereinafter organizations), to support them in their business
processes. For instance, organizations use Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) software for order management, delivery,
invoicing, stock management, keeping customer records, and
human resource management. However, each organization uses
the same product for similar goals but different settings. Fur-
thermore, organizations use the same terms and functions in
different ways in the same product. For example, the term loan
has different semantics within a bank compared to a library. In
accordance with this information, cross-organizational process
mining is a possible solution which aims at comparing multiple
organizations using process mining.
This is an AMUSE paper. See amuse-project.org for more information.
Cross-organizational process mining enables one to compare
organizations from different perspectives, e.g., the ordering of
activities or subdivision of work amongst resources. Current
cross-organizational mining approaches ([1],[2],[3]) mainly
use event logs which are collection of events as the sole
input. At the same time, the current approaches primarily
use text matching techniques to relate terms between orga-
nizations to find out differences in software product usage.
This might hinder accurate comparisons. For instance, in
the aforementioned example, the current cross-organizational
process mining approaches match the term loan inside a bank
to the term loan inside a library. However, the semantics
of the term loan is different for a bank and a library. The
approaches do not take into account these semantics. Making
comparison without semantics might generate inadequate and
ambiguous insights which may trigger irrelevant improvement
actions and changes. Eventually, these irrelevant improvement
actions and changes may cause unexpected results. Next to the
semantics, the approaches do not consider the organizational
context, e.g., the term loan might bring different regulations
or preconditions for a bank than for a library.
In order to do a more accurate comparison between or-
ganizations, we present a novel Cross-Organizational Process
Mining Framework which takes semantics and organizational
context, in addition to event logs, as inputs. With these
inputs, the framework provides reasoning capabilities which
determine what to compare and how. For instance, with the
semantics and the organizational context, the framework can
determine that the term loan has a different semantic for a
bank than for a library. By using this semantic difference, the
framework can determine that the loan process in the bank is
not comparable to the loan process in the library. Moreover, by
having clear semantics and the organizational context, we can
monitor changes in the processes and the (positive) effects they
may bring within a given context. An organization operating
in a similar context might also benefit from the same changes.
In order to accommodate these improvement suggestions, the
framework will create a catalog of observed improvements.
Organizations may be sensitive in case of using their data
explicitly for comparison. There may be security regulations
across the organizations which may complicate the compari-
son. Although the privacy is an important concern, there are
various approache [4] to ensure the anonymity of the inputs
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Cross-Organizational Process Mining Framework
and the results considering the privacy related concerns. Next
to this, specific approaches can be developed to anonymize
the semantics and organizaitonal context of an organization.
However, the majority of the software products do not
provide semantics and an organizational context which can
be used by the framework. In order to show the feasibility of
the framework, we need to provide the inputs the framework
expects. To this end, we provide a set of challenges which have
to be met in order to obtain these inputs from current software
products. Next to presenting these challenges, we sketched
some solutions in meeting the challenges in cooperation with
a Dutch ERP software vendor (our industrial partner) for
showing these challenges can be met. Later, we give an
example application of the framework.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
present the Cross-Organizational Process Mining Framework.
In Section 3, we show the feasibility of the framework by using
the ERP product which is developed by our industrial partner,
and we discuss the challenges by providing the solutions
to them in order to be able to show the feasibility of the
framework. In Section 4, we illustrate an example application
of the framework. We conclude the paper in Section 5 and list
future work in Section 6.
II. CROSS-ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS MINING
FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce the Cross-Organizational Pro-
cess Mining Framework and discuss its architecture. Figure 1
shows the architecture of the framework. The framework
consists of three components, Cross-Organizational Process
Mining Techniques, Metric Comparison Catalog, and Metric
Based Improvement Catalog. The first one is focusing on giv-
ing insights into usage commonalities and differences between
various organizations in the usage of software products, and
execution of their business processes. The second one contains
information on how to compare the metrics. The third one
enables the framework to determine and store the possible
changes which will have positive effects on a metric. This can
be used to propose the same changes for other processes in
the same context in another organization. In the remaining of
this section, we give the details of the components.
A. Cross-Organizational Process Mining Techniques
The Cross-Organizational Process Mining Framework con-
tains cross-organizational process mining techniques to com-
pare organizations. However, each organization can have ex-
pertise on different subjects, e.g., depending on its goals
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and knowledge. For instance, while an ERP software vendor
focuses on order management, human resources, product and
stock management, and invoicing, an insurance company fo-
cuses on risk management. Beyond this, the number of em-
ployees of an organization can determine its operational scope,
e.g. an organization with only five employees cannot handle
the same amount of issues compared to an organization which
has five hundred employees working in different locations.
For this reason, the techniques need an input which defines
the characteristics of an organization to make more accurate
comparisons. We name this the Organizational Context. The
Organizational Context contains information about an organi-
zation e.g., number of employees, specialties, locations, and
operated area like space or underground in a country. The
Organizational Context enables the techniques to determine
the comparability of organizations and to do a fair comparison
amongst them. An organization can operate a process differ-
ently under various circumstances. For example, the delivery
process of an organization operating in a flat country can
have a smaller delivery duration than an organization which
operates in a highland area. Moreover, there can be local laws
and regulations which affect organizations differently. As a
result, while determining the comparability, the techniques
need to consider organizational context.
In addition to the comparability of organizations, the frame-
work needs to determine how to compare the organizations
based on their usage of a software product. To do that,
the framework contains cross-organizational process mining
techniques. These techniques discover commonalities and dif-
ferences at the usage amongst organizations. However, the
terms inside the commonalities can carry different meanings
across organizations. Therefore, the techniques need inputs
defining semantics of the usage, Business Semantics, which
are common for organizations.
The Business Semantics works like an ontology that defines
the semantics of things which are common for all organiza-
tions. For example, Figure 2 shows how two organizations
are handling an issue reported by the customer. On the one
hand, the first organization checks if the issue is already
known or not. In case the problem is known, the organization
shares the solution for the known problem and closes it.
If the problem is not known, then the organization checks
whether it is reproducible or not. If it is not reproducible,
then the organization rejects it. On the other hand, the second
organization does these two checks in one step called Evaluate.
The first organization defines Evaluate as a two steps activity
which starts with Check Known Problem and ends with
Reproduce Problem. Based on this information, the techniques
can determine that the semantics are the same for different
terms. In addition, in this example, the techniques determine
that Reject has a different meaning in two organizations, i.e., in
the first one Reject reflects a problem is not reproducible while
in the second one it is reflecting the rejection of a problem due
to being invalid. As a result, the Business Semantics enable the
framework to determine comparable things more accurately.
B. Metric Comparison Catalog
The Metric Comparison Catalog enables one to compare
the metrics of the observed software product usage of orga-
nizations. For instance, throughput of two processes in the
same organizational context can be compared. In order to know
which metrics are comparable, the framework needs semantics
for the metrics. We name this Metric Semantics. The Metric
Semantics comprises of a metric’s context, its definition, how
and when to calculate it, and an optional threshold. On the one
hand, the metric’s context is a reference to the organizational
context via the enterprise semantics. Thus, the framework can
identify a metric’s meaning. In order to compare the metrics,
this component contains metric classifiers. A metric classifier
gives information about the metric how to compare it, and
information about the operations which must be applied to
the metric before comparison. For instance, summation and
division operations must be done for an average metric after
an unit conversion. On the other hand, the threshold enables
the framework to compare deviation boundaries for metrics. In
particular, there can be a deviation from predefined boundaries
for metrics arising from legal regulations or agreements. For
instance, in a country there can be a legal upper limit for
a process’ completion time or average response time for a
specific step in the process. Let’s assume that in a country
there is a legal upper limit for the loan process completion time
for banks. By defining this upper limit as a threshold in the
framework, both the software vendor developing the software
for banks and the banks themselves can benefit from it. The
framework can enable the software vendor to do benchmarking
based on deviations from the threshold. From the bank’s
perspective, the framework can show the distance from the
threshold amongst others and how it changes over the time.
Eventually, the threshold can be a trigger for organizations to
take improving actions.
Figure 2 shows an example scenario in which a software
vendor wants to obtain insights from two organizations’ prob-
lem resolution based on a throughput metric (throughput-
resolved metric is defined as the total number of resolved
incidents in an hour). On the one hand, there is Process X in
Context c1, which reflects an incident management process.
The process starts with checking the incident whether it is
a known problem or not. If it is a known problem, then the
Share Solution branch is activated. Otherwise, the Verifying
Reproducibility branch is executed. On the other hand, there
is another process (Process Y), which reflects an incident
management process in the same context as the previous.
In Process Y, an incident is firstly evaluated and then it is
solved or closed. As shown in the figure, there is a Close step
in both processes, but the semantic is different. In Process
X, Close reflects that the incident is resolved. Conversely,
in Process Y it means it is not resolved. In addition, there
is a throughput metric for both solve and close. During the
cross-organizational process mining, the Metric Comparison
Catalog checks the metrics’ context and compares them. In
our example, the Metric Comparison Catalog determines that
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Metric Comparison Catalog
Throughput-Resolved Classifier: Context c1
ClassifyFunction(Context, ∑#solve, ∑number)



























































Figure 2. An example scenario showing the usage of Metric Comparison Catalog
in Process X the step Close has the same semantic from a
throughput metric perspective as the step Solve. Therefore, the
total throughput for resolved in Process X is the summation of
throughput-solve and throughput-close ((4+2) = 6 incidents).
As shown in the figure, there is a threshold definition for
the throughput metric, such that the framework can generate
a warning using the threshold definition in order to trigger
improvement in real-time. In the example, the threshold value
is defined as a minimum number of resolved issues. Based
on this, the framework checks if there is any throughput
number value for problem resolution less than the threshold.
If so, the framework generates a warning. With this, one can
be notified in real-time to investigate the process execution.
Next, the semantics and organizational context provide a base
to create derived metrics. For instance, an organization can
have different branches around the world in different cities,
countries, and also on continents. Using this information,
the framework can enable the Metric Comparison Catalog to
generate derived metrics for each level in the organization
and compare them with other branches which have a similar
organizational context. As a result, this structure of the Metric
Comparison Catalog enables one to do real-time process
mining as a next step.
C. Metric Based Improvement Catalog
The framework can provide improvement proposals by ob-
taining insights from the Metric Based Improvement Catalog
component. This component stores the information about the
changes done in a process and its effects on the metrics. With
this information, the framework can determine the possible
changes that can be applied to another process which operates
in the same context.
Figure 3 shows an example scenario. In the figure, there
is Process X in Context c1 which starts with Task A. Task
A is followed by B, C and D. Afterwards, Process X ends.
This process has metric m1 with value 100. After a while,
the organization using this process changes its model without
changing its goal and context. The organization decides to
parallelize the tasks B and C (Process XE). After the change,
the metric’s value improves by 20% percent (from 100 to 80).
The Metric Based Improvement Catalog stores this informa-
tion. The framework knows there is another process (Process
Y) which is used by a different organization in the same
context. Furthermore, the organization uses the same metric
for the process but the process has a different model. With this
knowledge, the framework provides the improvement proposal
to parallelize B and C for Process Y.
In this section, we discussed the Cross-Organizational Pro-
cess Mining Framework and its components by explaining the
opportunities which they bring with the example scenarios. In
the following section, we list a set of challenges at transform-
ing a software product’s data into the inputs required by the
framework. Next, we sketch solutions to meet these challenges
and illustrate an example application.
III. CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS
Preliminary results section merged with this section. Figure
5-6 are newly added As shown by the architecture of the
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Figure 3. An example scenario shows the usage of Metric Based Improvement Catalog
framework in Figure 1, the framework needs four inputs;
organizational context, business semantics, metric semantics,
and event logs. For this reason, we describe challenges which
need to be met in order to make the inputs available for the
framework. Next tot this, most of the software products do not
provide these inputs in general. Therefore, we sketch solutions
for some of the challenges to turn a software product’s data
into the inputs expected by the framework. Next, to show the
applicability of our solutions, we have applied our solutions
to the ERP product developed by our industrial partner and
used by more than 10.000 customers. In the ERP product, the
inputs which are required by the framework are not readily
available. Therefore, we follow the steps shown in figure 4
to develop solutions for transforming the ERP product’s data
into the required inputs. In order to show the feasibility of
the sketched solutions, we use two sample organizations’ data
which is provided by our industrial partner.
A. Business Semantics
The framework needs clean and unambiguous business
semantics of the product and each of its elements. With
the semantics, the framework can determine which data is
comparable and how it can be compared.
• Challenge 1.1: Determine business semantics of the cur-
rent product.
Having clean and unambiguous semantics is the most impor-
tant challenge for us, because, it is the precondition to gain
information and create knowledge. Without understanding the
meaning of the data, we cannot use it properly. However,
the business logic and semantics behind the elements are
currently hard-coded in the application. Next, the current
product’s database contains partial information related to this.
In order to use the semantics, first we need to uncover them.
At the company, we worked with architects to uncover the
semantics. Besides this, we talked with product owners and
database administrators to discover the business logic inside
the current product. As a result of these discussions, we created
a rained class model [5]. The model shows the elements of the
current product’s business logic. With this, we were able to
get the general semantics for organizations who use the current
product. Later, we created a class model for each organization
to get organization specific semantics. We mapped one class
model to the other in order to determine which elements are
comparable. We did the mapping by following three steps;
selection of an element from a model, checking its meaning
inside the organization, and matching an element from another
model. With this, we were able to give the proper semantics as
an input to the framework. For now, we ignored non-matching
elements, but we will provide solutions in the future.
B. Organizational Context
To eliminate mis-comparison of organizations having dif-
ferent characteristics, the framework needs the organizational
context as an input. The organizations adjust their processes
depending on their characteristics and circumstances arising


































Figure 4. Followed steps to transform the current product’s data into the
inputs required by the Cross-Organizational Process Mining Framework
number of employees, the working domain, legal regulations,
and the working environment can be the main reasons for
adjusting the processes. Next to this, these adjustments affect
the process metrics. For instance, there can be a throughput
metric which has not in the same value range in two organiza-
tions. In addition, there can be time dependent behavior among
the organizations. With the organizational context input, the
framework can determine how to compare the organizations
showing time dependent behavior.
• Challenge 2.1: Determine organizational contexts.
In order to make a fair comparison between organizations, we
also need to identify whether they are in the same context. Our
industrial partner provided us data that shows which organiza-
tion uses which modules of the current product, how many
entities are stored in specific tables for each organization,
and characteristic attributes (e.g., name, location, customer
target audience, number of employees) of each organization.
This data was adequate as a starting point to identify how
to compare the organizations. Based on this information, we
discussed with the product owners to select the relevant parts
of the data which can help us to compare organizations.
In the end, we selected target customer audience and lo-
cation as characteristic attributes. Target customer audience
attribute value can have one of these values; B2B (Business-
to-Business), B2C (Business-to-Customer) or B2G (Business-
to-Government). Later, we filtered the organizations based on
these attributes to select two of them as sample for an example
application.
C. Event log
The event log, a footprint of a process’ execution, is the
essential input for process mining. An event log is a collection
of recorded actions for a particular process instance. Each
action belongs to an event class, i.e., event type. For example, a
process comprising of create, update, save, and archive steps
may have 〈create, update, save, update, save, update, save,
archive〉 as a possible trace. In this trace, create, update, save,
and archive represent event classes. However, most software
products do not record these actions explicitly. Therefore, it is
required to derive an event log from software products’ data.
• Challenge 3.1: Determine event classes.
The constrained class model that we created while determining
business semantics contains relations between objects. These
relations represent the interaction between objects in the cur-
rent product. Next to this, the current product’s help document
contains the actions one can do while using the product. By
using the constrained class model and the help document, we
can determine the event classes. The event classes enable one
to determine which part of the product’s data can be used for
event log generation. To this end, we listed possible event
classes by using the constrained class model and the help
document. Later, we discussed with the product owners to
select suitable event classes in the list.
• Challenge 3.2: Generate event log from the database.
The current product records particular actions that are done
by the user as operations in the database, e.g., item creation,
item update, item packing, and item delivery. Furthermore,
there are some date columns in the database which store the
time that a specific action was executed. For example, the
update action time is stored in a modifiedDate column, the
delivery start is stored in deliveryStartDate column, and the
delivery complete time is stored in deliveryEndDate column.
Using these date columns, we can create events. However, to
do process mining, we need to build the traces which depict
the sequence of events. In order to build the traces, we chose
an approach that uses Redo logs as our reference to generate
event log [6]. Database schema usage and process instance
identification parts of the approach helped us to determine
the process identifiers in order to build traces. However,
relationships for the current product are not stored at DBMS

























































































Figure 5. The ERP product’s constrained class model and the elements in the model
in the database at particular tables. Therefore, we developed
a software module which reads the relationship information
stored at particular tables in the database and creates the
database schema. Then, we matched the tables in the schema
with the event classes that we created in the previous step.
After that, we prepared custom database queries and extracted
the event log.
D. Metric Semantics
In order to know which metrics are comparable and how to
compare them, the framework needs semantics for the metrics.
• Challenge 4.1: Determine metric semantics.
The current product has business intelligence features for
tracking Key Performance Indicators (KPI) which are defined
as a standard set. As a starting point, we discussed about these
KPIs with product owners in order to determine whether they
are related to the processes or the operational data e.g., disk
usage and database size. After listing process related metrics,
we will determine their contexts and comparison methods in
order to compare them in an accurate way.
IV. AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF THE
CROSS-ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS MINING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we give an example application of the
cross-organizational process mining framework. We use the
inputs that we transform from an ERP software product’s
data in the previous section. In the example, we illustrate
how the framework generates insights both from a software
vendor’s (in this example it is our industrial partner) and an
organization’s perspectives. Figure 7 illustrates the interaction
between the user and our framework. To obtain insights, first,
one needs to have process mining questions. The questions
















Figure 6. Mapping of two sample organizations’ constrained class model
elements and element relations with Business Semantics
techniques can be applied. In this example, we use order
management data of two sample organizations (Organization-
1 and Organization-2). They are located in different countries
in Europe. Both organizations are B2B. While Organization-
1 is selling office materials, Organization-2 offers prepaid
phone repairment service. Both use the same software product,
developed by our software vendor, for their sales processes. In
the current product, a sales process can start with or without
an offer. The former continues the same as the latter if the
customer accepts the offer.
A. From Industrial Partner’s Perspective
Here, we explain the interaction between our industrial
partner and our framework. As a software vendor, our
industrial partner wants to see how organizations use its
software product. Regarding to this, the software vendor has
the following questions.
Process Mining Question 1 (PMQ1): Does the sales process











Figure 7. An illustration showing the interaction between the user and our
framework
on an organization’s location?
To generate insights for this question, the framework firstly
determines the semantic for the term sales process. The frame-
work looks into the Business Semantics and determines what
is a sales process and what are the characteristics of a sales
process. Then, it checks the event logs if organizations execute
a sales process. Furthermore, the framework checks how a
sales process can start. After determining the starting points,
the framework searches starting points which are matching
with the defined criteria in the question. After the search, the
framework shows the generated insight. In this example the
framework generates: “All the companies which are located
in Europe start the sales process without an offer.”. Regarding
to the generated insight the software vendor may provide new
process mining questions to zoom-in and obtain more specific
insights. Let’s assume that the software vendor created a new
process mining question namely PMQ2.
PMQ2: What is the most frequent start activity for the sales
process in organizations which are located in Europe?
During generation of the insights for this question, the frame-
work determines the meaning of most frequent in addition to
the steps in the previous question. As a metric, most frequent is
defined in metric semantics. Therefore, the framework checks
the metric semantics and the information about the term, most
frequent, how and when to calculate it. In this example, the
framework determines the meaning of the “most frequent” as
case frequency metric and how to calculate it. At the end of
the metric calculation the framework generates the insight:
“The most frequent start activity is CreateOrder. 90% of the
cases in Organization-1 and 89% in Organization-2 start with
CreateOrder activity.”.
Again, using the obtained insight the software vendor can
create new process mining questions. For instance, the next
new question can be “What is the most frequent start and end
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activities for completed sales processes in organizations which
are located in Europe?”. For this question, the framework
needs to determine the meaning of the term completed for
a sales process. Then, the framework can generate insights.
In addition, the software vendor can define a metric using
the metric semantics catalog. Let’s assume that the software
vendor wants to compare the most frequent path in sales
processes across organizations. The software vendor wants to
see the result as a similarity metric (is defined by the vendor
as the ratio of total common activity types inside the most
frequent path of a sales process to the total activity types inside
the most frequent path’s of all sales processes). Based on the
similarity metric, the framework checks activity types which
have the same semantic. The framework determines that only
NewOrder and CreateOrder activities have the same semantic.
Based on this, the framework generates the insight: “The
similarity is 1/5 for the most frequent variant of the sales pro-
cesses. The most frequent variant for Organization-1 is: 58%,
[CreateOrder, PreparePack, Deliver] and the most frequent
variant for Organization-2 is: 66%, [NewOrder, CheckStock,
CreateInvoice]”.
B. From An Organization’s Perspective
An organization also can obtain insights and benefit from
cross-organizational process mining. For instance, an organi-
zation who wants to compare itself with others can obtain
insights which can help to determine how to improve its
processes. Let’s assume that an organization wants to compare
itself with others in terms of process completion time, in
particular, the mean case duration. To this end, the organization
defines a process mining question, What is the difference
between our organization and the others based on the average
duration of performing a sales process instance?
To generate insights for this question, the framework needs to
determine the meaning of average. Let’s assume that average
is by default defined in the framework as the difference from
the mean case duration metric. With this metric definition the
framework generates an insight, “A sales process instance is
performed on average 40.25 hours in all organizations. Your
organization performs a sales process by spending 70% more
time than the average.”. As we discussed before, based on this
insight one can create more specific process mining questions.
For example, the organization may also want to compare itself
with others based on location, number of employees, or based
on another characteristic.
The examples from a software vendor’s perspective and an
organization’s perspective indicate that one can obtain more
specific insights by executing more interaction cycles with
our framework. In each cycle, one can define more granular
process mining questions using organizational contexts, metric
semantics, or business semantics.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a generic Cross-Organizational
Process Mining Framework which is aimed at comparing orga-
nizations based on the usage of a software product. The frame-
work uses organizational context, business semantics, and
metric semantics, apart from current approaches ([1],[2],[3]),
in order to compare the organizations more accurately. Next,
the inputs allow the framework to monitor the concept drift1,
i.e., the same process variant may operate differently under
various circumstances possibly depending on the season. For
example, there may be seasonal or environmental circum-
stances affecting the features of a process. The same process
may have longer execution times in summer than winter. Also,
the same process may have less delivery duration at in flat
area than in a highland area. Furthermore, the framework
has a Metric Comparison Catalog component that enables
the framework to determine how to compare the metrics.
Moreover, by having clear semantics and the organizational
context, the framework can track changes in the processes and
its (positive) effects. An organization operating in a similar
context might benefit from the same changes. In order to
accommodate these improvement suggestions, the framework
creates a Metric Based Improvement Catalog of observed
suggestions.
In order to be able to show the feasibility of the framework,
we used the ERP product developed by our industrial partner.
We first checked the availability of the inputs which our
framework needs. In the product, the inputs were not readily
available. Therefore, we listed challenges how to transform the
product’s data into the inputs required by the framework. Then,
to meet these challenges, we sketched solutions which can be
applied for any other products used by other organizations.
On the one hand, the challenges related to the semantics can
be resolved with the help of experts who are directly involved
in product development. On the other hand, the challenges
related to the event log extraction from a database can be met
by extending different approaches ([6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11]).
However, there is still not a generic solution which can be
applied to any kind of database which has no redo logs or just
reflecting the current state of the data.
In addition, we gave an example application of the frame-
work both from a software vendor and an organization per-
spective. The example shows how a software vendor and an
organization can benefit from the framework in order to obtain
more insights. In the example, we also discussed the user
interaction with our framework.
Other software vendors, who focus on comparing processes
within different organizations, can apply our framework to
their products by meeting the challenges that we presented.
Next to this, organizations can benefit from by comparing
themselves with other organizations. In particular, the metric
based process improvement catalog provides improvement
suggestions to the organizations by capturing changes inside
other organizations which have positive effects on the metrics.
1In machine learning, concept drift means the statistical properties of the
target variable, which the model is trying to predict, change over time in
unforeseen ways. This causes problems because the predictions become less
accurate as time passes. In the context of process mining instead of a variable,




Cross-Organizational Process Mining is a novel and emerg-
ing area. However, there are related approaches to cross-
organizational process mining from which we can benefit.
These approaches are mainly focusing on process model
similarity and comparison based on syntax. The approach
in [12] presents process equivalence including fitness2 and
precision3 notions. This approach can help us to develop a
generic method to determine the similarity of process models
amongst different organizations.
In addition, the approaches listed in [2] and [14] are
beneficial to sketch a solution to make accurate compar-
isons. Moreover, the meta-model presented in [15] uses a
semantic mapping that allows the design-time analysis of
process performance indicators. Based on this, one can develop
enhanced analysis techniques. And also, developed techniques
can be integrated with machine learning techniques in order
to propose better improvement suggestions.
Furthermore, the case study explained in [14] uses the
Process Tree approach, presented in [16], to illustrate the
process model comparison from a control-flow perspective.
We can benefit from the Process Tree approach in order to
visualize and emphasize the differences and commonalities
between processes. Furthermore, we can extend this approach
to reflect performance metrics which we are going to discover
from the event log.
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